ABSTRACT. The set Za := {ß\ limn-oo WlnßW = 0} is considered, where (<?n)neN is the sequence of best approximation denominators of a, and it is explicitly determined for a with bounded continued fraction coefficients.
Introduction.
Let the irrational number a have continued fraction expansion a = [ao;01,02,03,.
..] and let a_i = 0, 1 = q0 < qx < q2 < ■ ■ ■ with ff¿+i = o¿+i<7¿ +o¿-i be the best approximation denominators of a. By Theorem 4.3 in [2] it follows, that {qnß}neN (where {x} := x -[x] denotes the fractional part of x) is uniformly distributed modulo one for almost all ß e R in the sense of Lebesgue measure. Clearly the sequence is not uniformly distributed for all ß, since if we take ß -ma -Y n with m,n e Z, then limn_00 ||gn/?|| = 0 where ||x|| denotes the distance from x to the nearest integer.
We ask now for the set Za := {ß e R | lim"_00 \\qnß\\ = 0}-The problem of determining this set also is of some importance in some problems of automata theory [3] . We will show Now we consider the Klein-model of the development of An+i to continued fractions as it is explained for example in [1] . T' is the lattice for this development.
By observing the same operations in T as in T' according to this development we see that and such that 1,7, é are linear independent over Q. Therefore not both are of the form ea + f with e, f e Z. We define now a real number a by its partial quotients a,Q,ax,... such that for the best approximation denominators qn of a we have limn-.oo ||g"7|| = 0 and lim^oo ||g"<5|| = 0.
Let ao = 0, g_i = 0, go = 1 and assume that ax,a2,... ,an and therefore gi, (fa,..., gn are defined.
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Therefore we can choose an integer an+i such that max(||a"+iç"7 + Qn-\l\\, ||a"+ig"<5 + gn-i<5||) < 1/n.
Then with qn+x = an+xqn + gn-i we have limn_00 \\qnß\\ = 0 for ß = 7 and for ß = 6 and the theorem is proved.
